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Abstract
Froman experimental point of view, quasielectrons and quasiholes play very similar roles in the
fractional quantumHall effect.Nevertheless, the theoretical descriptionof quasielectrons is known to be
muchharder than that of quasiholes. The problem is that one obtains a singularity in thewavefunction if
one tries tonaively construct the quasielectron as the inverse of the quasihole.Here,wedemonstrate that
the sameproblemdoes not arise in lattice fractional quantumHallmodels. This result allowsus tomake
detailed investigations of the properties of quasielectrons, including their braiding statistics anddensity
distributionon lattices on theplane andon the torus.We show that someof the states consideredhave
highoverlapwith certain fractional Chern insulator states.We also derive few-bodyHamiltonians, for
which various states containing quasielectrons are exact ground states.

1. Introduction

While elementary particles are either bosons or fermions, it has turned out to be possible in certain complex
quantummany-body systems to create anyonic quasiparticles with different and very peculiar properties.
Anyons can, e.g., have a charge that is only a fraction of the elementary charge, and if two anyons are exchanged,
it leads to a change of thewavefunction that is not justmultiplication by a plus or aminus sign. Given that it has a
huge impact on the properties of a system, whether the constituent particles are bosons or fermions, it is no
surprise that anyons are attractingmuch attention.

Anyons can appear in connectionwith the fractional quantumHall effect, which has been realized in certain
two-dimensional structures at highmagnetic field and low temperature. Various fractional quantumHall states
are obtained for different values of themagnetic field, and anyonic quasiholes/quasielectrons with positive/
negative charge can be added to these states by slightly increasing/decreasing themagnetic field. From an
experimental point of view, quasiholes and quasielectrons hence play very similar roles, but nevertheless it has
turned out to bemuch harder to describe quasielectrons theoretically. As explained, e.g., in [1], this is because it
is easier tomodify thewavefunction to reduce the electron density locally than to increase it due to the Pauli
exclusion principle.

One can introduce quasiholes in thewavefunction by inserting flux tubes with positive flux, but if one
instead inserts aflux tubewith negative flux to get a quasielectron, one gets a singularity in thewavefunction
[2, 3]. This has triggered a lot of work tofind suitable wavefunctions of quasielectrons and also the antiparticles
of these quasielectrons [1–13]. Laughlin proposed a quasielectronwavefunction already in his original paper on
the Laughlin state [2]. A different wavefunctionwith a lower variational energy based on the composite fermion
approachwas later introduced by Jeon and Jain [5]. The construction of quasielectronwavefunctions and of
their antiparticles has shown away to construct all the states in the Abelian quantumHall hierarchy by
consecutive condensations of quasielectrons and quasiholes [9]. Quasielectronwavefunctions have also been
constructed forMoore–Read states [1, 7, 8, 10, 11], and recently it has been shownhow to obtain a state for a
Laughlin quasielectron on the torus [13]. In general, however, the obtained quasielectronwavefunctions are
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significantlymore complicated than the simple quasihole wavefunctions, whichmakes it difficult to compute
properties of quasielectrons.

In the last years, there has been significant progress for explicitly computing braiding properties of various
types of quasiholes [14–20], but the quasielectrons are againmore complicated toworkwith. For the latter it has
been found that the braiding properties are as expected for the composite fermion version of the Laughlin
quasielectrons [21, 22], while for Laughlinʼs proposal for the quasielectronwavefunction the expected braiding
statistics is obtained in the thermodynamic limit when considering afinite size braiding loop [23, 24].

Here, we propose to solve the problemof complicated quasielectronwavefunctions and lack of symmetry
between quasielectrons and quasiholes by putting the fractional quantumHall systemon a lattice. Lattice
versions of fractional quantumHallmodels are interesting formore reasons. One of the big aims at themoment
within thefield of ultracold atoms in optical lattices is to realize lattice fractional quantumHallmodels and
observe anyons [25]. The lattice gives rise to interesting features that are not present in the continuum systems
[26], and themodelsmay pave theway to realize fractional quantumHall physics in new settings, possibly even
at room temperature [27].

In a lattice, the electrons can only be placed at a given set of lattice sites rather than in a continuous space, and
thismeans that the singularity does not appear. It is even possible to define latticemodels in such away that there
is an exact symmetry between quasielectrons and quasiholes. A consequence of this symmetry is that the charge
distribution of a quasielectron isminus the charge distribution of a quasihole. In this construction, the
properties of the quasielectrons are notmore complicated to compute than those of the quasiholes. In addition,
thewavefunctions are inmany cases suitable forMonte Carlo simulations, so that systemswith hundreds of
lattice sites can be studied.We use this below to compute the shape and braiding properties of quasielectrons.

Another important question is whether the states constructed are related to ground states of fractional
quantumHallHamiltonians on the lattice, such as fractional Chern insulators [26, 28, 29]. To investigate this,
we consider a particular fractional Chern insulatormodel and find that the ground states of thismodel have a
high overlapwith the analytical wavefunctions.We also derive few-bodyHamiltonians forwhich particular
states containing quasielectrons are ground states. TheseHamiltonians provide a convenient framework for
manipulating anyons, since they allow both creation, braiding, and fusion of the anyons by changing the
interaction strengths in theHamiltonian.

2.Wavefunctions

Let usfirst investigate the case of lattice Laughlin states with 1/q, Îq , particles per flux unit in a disc
geometry. Specifically, we consider a 2D lattice withN sites at the positions ( ( ) ( ))z zRe , Imj j and take the local
Hilbert space on site j to be ñ∣nj , where the occupation number nj can be either 0 (empty site) or 1 (occupied site).
We also allowK quasiholes with charges p qk , Îpk , to be present at the positions (Re(wk), Im(wk)). The
family of lattice Laughlin states is then defined as

 å   y d cñ = - - ¼ ñh h-

¼ <

- -∣ ( ) ( ) ∣ ( )w z z z n n, , , 1p
n n

n
i

n
i j

i j
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i j
i j
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where º ¼


( )p p p p, , , K1 2 ,  is a real normalization constant, dn is unity if the number of particles is
hå = - å( )n N p qj j i i and zero otherwise, c = f f+en

ni i
j

j j0 (with f f Î, j0 ) are unspecified single particle
phase factors, and η is a parameter that determines the number of lattice sites per area. In the following, we scale
the lattice such that the area per lattice site is 2πη, which corresponds to setting themagnetic length to unity.

The reasonwhy the states (1) are suitably called lattice Laughlin states is that they, for a suitable choice of the
phase factors cni

, only differ from the normal Laughlin states in the continuumwith q odd by restricting both the
allowed positions of the particles and the so-called neutralizing background charge to be on the chosen lattice.
This can be seen by noting [30] that yñ µ å á ñ ¼ ñ¼  ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣W W V V V n n0 0 , ,n n p p n n n N, , 1N K N1 1 1 2

, where

c= =h f f- ( )( ) ( ) ( )V W: e : , : e : , 2n n
qn z q

p
p w qi i

j j
j j

k
k k

and comparing to the corresponding results for the continuumLaughlin states in [4]. Here ñ∣0 is the vacuum
state, ¼: :means normal ordering, andf(zj) is the chiral field of a free,massless boson. In addition, numerical
studies [30, 31] for q�6 show that the topological properties of the states typically remain after introducing the
lattice (the square lattice at η=q/2 and q�5 is an exception).

Our claim in the present work is that we can obtainwavefunctions for states with quasielectrons simply by
taking some or all of the pi

in (1) to be negative integers. If, in addition, we take η=q/2 (corresponding to that
the latticefilling factor å n Ni i is 1/2 in the absence of anyons), there is a symmetry, which ensures that the
quasielectrons have exactly the same shape as the quasiholes.Wewill now justify these statements by computing
the charge, density profile, and braiding statistics of the quasielectrons.
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3.Quasielectron charge and density profile

The condition hå = - å( )n N p qj j i i , coming from the δn factor in thewavefunction, shows that if we add a

quasielectron to the system, then the total number of particles in the system increases by- /p qi independent of
η. In the fractional quantumHall effect, the particles are electronswith charge−1, and the quasielectrons hence
have the expected charge p qj .

Let us now take η=q/2 (i.e., lattice fillingå = - å ( )n N p Nq1 2j j i i ). In this case, the coefficients of
the state (1) are invariant under the transformation

 -  - ( )n n p p1 and 3i i i i

up to single particle phase factors (or up to a global phase factor if we choose cnj
such that c cµ -n n1j j

). Note
that this transformation transforms quasiholes into quasielectrons and vice versa. In particular, it follows that
á ñ = - á ñ- n n1j p j p and also á ñ = - á ñ n n1j j0 0, so that

há ñ - á ñ = - á ñ - á ñ =-
   ( ) ( )n n n n qfor 2. 4j p j j p j0 0

It is natural to define the density profile of an anyon to be the difference between á ñnj when the anyon is present
andwhen the anyon is not present. Equation (4) then says that a quasihole with charge p qi has the same density
profile as a quasielectronwith charge- /p qi except for a sign. This result is illustrated infigure 1 for different
positions of the anyons on a kagome lattice. Thefigure also shows how the shape of the density profile varies with
position.Wenote that even if a quasihole (quasielectron) approaches a lattice site, no singularity occurs. All that
happens in that limit is that the probability that the site is empty (occupied by one particle) approaches unity.

What happens if wemove away from the symmetric point η=q/2? Figure 2 shows the excess charge


å= - á ñ - á ñ

Î ¼ -

  ( ) ( ) ( )
{ { } ∣∣ ∣ }

Q r n n 5p
i N z w r

i p i
1, 2, ,

0

i 1

for q=3 and different values of η, andwe observe that the curves for quasiholes and for quasielectrons are close
to being symmetric for a broad range of η values. If, however, we let η approach zero (corresponding to that we
approach the continuum limit), we observe that the excess charge of the quasihole converges to a fixed curve,
while the charge distribution of the quasielectron becomesmore andmore narrow. This is because the
singularity in the continuumwavefunction is approached. Figure 2 also shows that the radius of the quasihole is
only a bit larger in the lattice than it is in the continuum,which is in linewith the results in [20].

Figure 1.Modification of the particle density due to the presence of anyons in the lattice Laughlin state (1) at q=3 and half lattice
filling (η=q/2). The lattice is chosen to be a kagome lattice defined on a discwith radius 27.9. A quasielectron (quasihole)with charge
−1/3 (+1/3) is placed at the position ( ), and the color of the jth lattice site shows á ñ - á ñ- +( ) ( )n nj j1, 1 0,0 .
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4. Braiding statistics

The Berry phase q y= á ñ +y¶
¶

∮ ∣ wi d c.c.k
c w k

k
[32, 33] of (1) obtainedwhenmoving the kth anyon around a

closed curve c evaluates to

åq =
á ñ

-
+



∮ ( )
p n

w z
wi

2
d c.c., 6k

k

c i

i p

k i
k

wherewehave assumed that cni
is chosen such that it does notdependonwk. Tofind the statistics of the anyonswe

need to compute q q-( ) ( )k w k w, inside , outsidej j
,where q ( )k w, insidej

(q ( )k w, outsidej
) is theBerryphasewhen the jth anyon is

inside (outside) c andnot close to c.Ournumerical results for q=3 infigures 1 and2 (and for q=2 andq=4, not
shown) show that the anyonsonly alter theparticle density in a small region close towj. As long aswekeep the anyons
well separated,wehencehave that á ñ - á ñ 

( ) ( )n ni p w i p w, inside , outsidej j
is onlynonzero close to the twopossible positions

of the jth anyon and furthermoredoesnot dependonwk. This allowsus tomove it outside the integral.Utilizing
å á ñ - á ñ = - ( )( ) ( ) ( )n n p qi c i p w i p w jinside , inside , outsidej j

forwjnot close to c, we arrive at q q- =( ) ( )k w k w, inside , outsidej j

pp p q2 j k , which is the expected statistics for Laughlin anyonswith charges p qj and p qk .

5.Quasielectrons on the torus

Themathematics of fractional quantumHall states defined on a torus ismore complicated [34, 35], and it is
therefore particularly challenging to construct quasielectrons on the torus. In fact, this problemhas been solved
only recently for Laughlin quasielectrons in continuous systems [13]. Utilizing the above ideas, however, the
construction of quasielectrons in lattice systems on the torus is notmore complicated than the construction of
quasiholes.We define a torus by specifying the complex numbers r1 and r2 and identifying all points in the
complex plane separated by nr1+mr2 with În m, .Without loss of generality we shall take r1 real and
assume that >( )rIm 02 .We define τ=r2/r1, ξj=zj/r1, and ζk=wk/r1. It is then straightforward to generalize
the derivation of lattice Laughlin states on the torus in [36] to include quasiholes and quasielectrons:

 å  

å å
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Here, q x t º å pt p x
Î

+ + + +⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ) ( ) ( )( ), ea

b n
n a n a bi 2 i2

and Î ¼ -{ }l q0, 1, , 1 . For q even (a, b)=(0, 0), and for q
odd (a, b) can be either (0, 0), (0, 1/2), (1/2, 0), or (1/2, 1/2). For η=q/2 and l=0 or l=q/2, the derivation

Figure2.Excess charge (5)of a quasihole/quasielectron (blue/red) and their sum (green) in the lattice Laughlin state (1)withq=3 for
different densities of the lattice sites. Thequasihole/quasielectron is placed at theorigin at the center of a hexagon in a kagome lattice. The
lattice is definedonadiscwith radius 27.9 forη=1.5, 1, 0.1 and18.2 forη=0.01, and an anyonof theopposite charge is placed at infinity.
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leading to equation (4) is again valid, and the density profiles for quasielectrons and quasiholes areminus each
other. For other values of l, we need to add  -l q l to the transformation  -n n1i i and  -p pi i. Since
states with different l are connected through spectralflow, and since spectralflow should not alter the density
profile of localized anyons, this should, however, not change the picture. Infigure 3we shownumerically for
q=2 that the anyons are localized and obey the expected statistics.

6. Comparison of the anyonwavefunctionswith fractional Chern insulator
wavefunctions

Having established the topological properties of the states, a natural next question is whether these states are
related to ground states of fractional quantumHallHamiltonians on the lattice.We shall here consider the
model studied in [37, 38], where it was shown that a bosonic fractional quantumHall state with q=2 can be
realized on a square lattice using a Bose–Hubbardmodel with Peierls substitution and interactions, provided the
latticefilling factor η/2 is less than about 0.2. Thismodel is particularly relevant, since it allows the lattice filling
factor to be adjusted and has the correct continuum limit.

Let us specifically consider an ´N Nx y lattice on the torus.Wedefine the coordinatesnä {0, 1, K, Nx−1}
andmä {0, 1, K, Ny−1} and take

ph= ++ + ( ) ( )z n mi 2 , 8n mN 1x

such that the area of one lattice site is ph2 (figure 4). In the Landau gauge, theHamiltonian takes the form

å å= - + + + -p h
+

-
+( ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ) ˆ ( ˆ ) ( )

† †
H J d d d d U n ne h.c. 1 , 9

n m
n m n m

m
n m n m

n m
n m n m

,
1, ,

2 i
, 1 ,

,
, ,

where d̂ is the boson annihilation operator, n̂ is the number operator, J is the strength of the hopping term, and
U is the strength of the interaction term. In the following, we take the limit of hardcore interactions  ¥U .
The amount ofmagnetic flux going through one plaquette is η, and in the absence of quasiparticles wefix the
number of particles in the system to ηN / 2, so that the number of particles per unit flux is 1/2.

Wewant to compare the ground states of (9) to the states (7). For a square lattice, the factor

q x x t - h h
<

- -⎡⎣ ⎤⎦( ),i j i j
n n1 2

1 2
i j is proportional to aGaussian up to single particle phase factors [39], and in this

sectionwe choose cni
such that

  åc q x x t- µ -h h
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i
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2
i
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We takeNx=Ny=6 and consider the case of 3 particles on the lattice so that η=1/6. This ensuresmagneto-
periodic boundary conditions of theHamiltonian on the torus. For this caseH has two ground states, and each of
these has an overlap of 0.991with a combination of the two Laughlin states on the toruswithout quasiparticles
(we define the overlap of two normalized states yñ∣ and y¢ñ∣ as y yá ¢ñ∣ ∣ ∣2).

Figure 3.Quasihole ( ) and quasielectron ( ) on the torus in the state y ñ -∣ ( )0 1, 1 (see (7))with q=2. The color of the lattice sites
shows á ñ - á ñ-( ) ( )n nj j1, 1 0,0 .Whenmoving the quasihole around the blue curvewefindnumerically, usingMonte Carlo simulations,
that the difference in Berry phasewhen the quasielectron is at and at , respectively, is f = -3.145with a statistical error of order

0.003. This is in agreement with the expected result−π.
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Wenow add a potential to localize a quasihole and a quasielectron excitation by giving an energy penalty to
one lattice site to be occupied and an energy penalty to another lattice site to be empty:

= -( ˆ ˆ ) ( )V Q n n . 11n m n m, ,1 1 2 2

The lattice sites with coordinates (n1,m1) and (n2,m2) are taken to be as far as possible from each other on the
torus (figure 4).We choose here to put the anyons on the lattice sites, since this gives the best overlaps. The
number of particles and the number offluxes are unchanged.

There are two almost degenerate ground states ofH+V.We compare these two ground states with
combinations of the two analytical states on the toruswith a quasihole at position (n1,m1) and a quasielectron at
position (n2,m2) andfind that they have overlap 0.994 and 0.989, respectively, for largeQ. This shows that the
analytical states considered above are relevant for fractional Chern insulatormodels.

7. Exact parentHamiltonians

It is also possible to derive few-bodyHamiltonians forwhich some of the above states are exact ground states.
For h = 1, it can be shown following [30] that the operator

åL =
-

- -
¹

- -[ ˆ ˆ ( ˆ )] ( )
( ) z z

T d T d qn
1

1 12i
j i i j

j j i i j
1 1

annihilates the state yñ∣ 0, where = f p- -( )T e ek
ki i 1k and d̂k is the hardcore bosonic/fermionic annihilation

operator acting on side k for q even/odd. Since yL ñ =∣ 0i 0 , it follows that yñ∣ 0 is a ground state of theHermitian
and positive semi-definite operator = å L L†H i i i. The terms inH are all atmost three-body operators. The
above derivation does not tell us, whether the ground state of theHamiltonianH is unique or degenerate.We
have therefore computed the ground state ofHnumerically for several different choices of the lattice obtained by
placing the lattice sites at randompositionswithin a region of the plane, and in all cases wefind that the ground
state is unique if we assume that the number of particles å ni i in the system isfixed. This suggests that the
ground state is unique for systemswith afixed number of particles, except possibly for very special choices of the
lattice.

Let us now add anyons.Wefirst assume å =p 0i i . In this case, the dn factor is unaltered, andwe have
y yñ µ ¢ ñ ∣ ∣Tp 0, where ¢ =  -( )T w zi j i j

p n
,

i j. Therefore y¢L ¢ ñ =- ∣T T 0i p
1 , and it follows that we obtain a

Hamiltonian for the state with anyons simply by redefining =  -f p- - ( )( )T w ze ek
k

k
pi i 1

i ik i. Note that this only
changes the strengths of the terms in theHamiltonian.

In [31], it was shown thatHamiltonians can be derived for states with different number of particles by
putting a charge at infinity. Utilizing thismethod for the present case, we can obtainHamiltonians also for

å ¹p 0i i and h ¹ 1, provided the inequality h - å < +p N q N1i i is fulfilled. TheHamiltonian is again

given by = å L L†H i i i, but now =  -  -f p h- - -( ) ( )( )T w z z ze ek
k

k
p

j j k
i i 1

i i
1k i .

The above constructionwith anyons at particular positions in the ground state is very convenient for
manipulating anyons.We can, e.g., start from a state without anyons. By putting a quasielectron and a quasihole

Figure 4. Lattice coordinates on the torus. (n1,m1) indicates the position of a quasihole, and (n2,m2) indicates the position of a
quasielectron.
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coordinate at the same position and pulling them apart, we can create quasielectron–quasihole pairs. Note that
this works evenwhen the latticefilling is not 1/2.We can then do braiding operations, and finally fuse the
quasielectrons and quasiholes to vacuumby bringing them to the same point. All these operations can be done
by adiabatically changing the interaction strengths in theHamiltonian.

In studies of latticemodels, it is common to require that the anyons are placed on the lattice sites. Here, we
allow the anyons to be at any position in the 2Dplane. This picture arises naturally from theHamiltonians
derived above. Another possibility for realizing anyons that are not placed on the lattice sites is to introduce
(e.g. in a cold atoms setting) additional particles of a different type to implement the anyons. These particles are
bosons or fermions, but start behaving like anyonswhen interacting in a suitable waywith the system.
Experiments along such lines have been proposed in [40–42].

8.Moore–Read quasielectrons

The ideas presented above are quite general, since the key point is that the lattice removes the singularity, and are
not restricted to Laughlin states. As a further example, we nowbriefly consider the bosonicMoore–Read state [4]

ò ò  y ñ µ
-

- ¼ ñ
<

-
⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟∣ ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ∣Z Z

Z Z
Z Z Z Zd d Pf

1
e , , , 13R M

i j i j
i j

j

Z
MM 1

4
1

j
2

whereZj are the positions of theM particles and Pf is the Pfaffian. A lattice version of this state can be obtained in
a spin-1 systemby replacing (2)with

c= h f- -( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )V z : e : , 14n j
n n n z2 i

j
j j j j

whereχ is the field of amajorana fermion and Î { }n 0, 1, 2j [43, 44]. As demonstrated in [44], this state reduces
to (13) in the continuum limit h  +0 up to some unimportant single particle phase factors, and the topological
entanglement entropy of the state remains the same for thewhole interval h Î ] ]0, 1 , which suggests that no
phase transition occurs when introducing the lattice.

We can obtainwavefunctions with anyons by inserting operators of the form [4]

s= f( ) ( )( )W w : e : , 15p j

p
wi

2
j

j
j

whereσ is the spin operator in the Isingmodel and = p 1j . For the lattice with η=1, the transformation
f→−f and  -n n2j j transforms the quasiholes (pj=+1) into quasielectrons (pj=−1) and vice versa.
In particular, á ñ = - á ñ- n n2j p j p . The density profiles of quasiholes and quasielectrons are therefore again
symmetric around themean density of one particle per site.

9. Conclusion

Wehave shown that in lattice fractional quantumHallmodels it is possible to construct quasielectrons as inverse
quasiholes. This leads to quasielectronwavefunctions that aremuch simpler than previously found
quasielectronwavefunctions in the continuum, andwe have used this result tomake detailed investigations of
properties of quasielectrons withMonte Carlo simulations.We have also considered a fractional Chern insulator
model and have found that the quasiparticle states constructed describe the fractional Chern insulator states
well. Finally, we have found few-bodyHamiltonians forwhich various states containing quasielectrons are exact
ground states. These allow creation, braiding, and fusion of anyons by changing the coupling strengths in the
Hamiltonian.

The key observation in the above construction is that the inverse of a quasihole does not lead to a singularity
in the lattice wavefunctions. This is quite general, and the ideas presented in the present work therefore open up
several interesting possibilities for investigating important properties of fractional quantumHall quasielectrons.
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